
Children’s Ministry

Bible Memorisation
CRAFTS
Worshop



4We will tell the next generation
about the glorious deeds of the Lord,

about his power and his mighty wonders.
7So each generation 

should set its hope anew on God…
Psalms 78.4+7

Your word I have hidden in my heart,
That I might not sin against You.

Psalms 119:11

Our primary goal:
Get the WORD into their minds and heart.



Kids love to create.
A coloring sheet 
works just fine.

But…
always add verse.



Booklets available on
bibleforchildren.org

(materials available in several languages)

But…
always add verse. 
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<— Print on transparency —>
(used in past for 

overhead projectors)

Black construction paper
(cut 2, for front + back) 
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<— Ribbon
(so it won’t get smashed 

in Mom’s purse)

<— Verse 

<— Lesson Goal

2 layers 
to hide end of pipe cleaners 

and glue them so they
won’t pull out



<— Pinterest ideas —>

Adaptations
|
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Game:
Children tell the story

|
door opens
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Could have added —> 
a ribbon for neck

(so it wouldn’t get smashed 
in Mom’s purse)

Verse —> 

We cut it out, 
they glued the pieces.
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Pinterest idea

Adaptation —> 
with clothespin,

string + tissue paper

We cut it out, 
they threaded the string,

drew the face 
and glued the hair.
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Pinterest ideas —>
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<— Adaptations
/
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We apply the
CD label.

We have used them as
rewards with review verses 

printed on label.

Could use blank labels,
or coloring picture

that kids could color
(always with the verse).
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<— Pinterest idea —>

Adaptation
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<— Pinterest ideas

Adaptation
|
V
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Pinterest idea —>

Adaptation (with verse)
|
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Create 
Games or
puzzles



Lesson idea —>

Adaptation
/ 
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We cut it out,
kids colored the mosaic
then attached strings



Two versions:
Young children 3-6/7
Older children 8-12



Rewards:
for review lessons

(every 5-6 weeks review the series of 
lessons and verses) 

for learning Bible chapters 
(vacation projects)



<— Pinterest ideas —>

Adaptation
|
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\ Pinterest idea

MEMORY GAME

Adaptations
(2 sets of images)



We cut out the spinners using 
large ”hold punches,”

kids colored, glued 2 together 
(to have front + back).

We prepared the string with 
knot at one end, kids passed 

string through hole and 
knotted other end.

Second version
to adapt



<— Pinterest ideas —>

Adaptation
|
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Gideon’s horn





Jeopardy
Review
Game


